
Sample and Carrier 
In each case several 
carrier glasses are 
analyzed with always new 
application of material 
onto the carrier, not all 
images came from one 
and the same MRNA 
application. Several times 
(10x) MRNA was applied 
of severall carrier for all 
the images as shown. 



Reflected light MicType1 



MRNA sample 



MRNA sample 



4-8µm diameter/ thickness (not exactly measurable)  
Very fine hair = 20 - 40µm common 50 - 80µm 
=> At least 2 to 5 times thinner than very fine hair 



Reflected light MicTyp2 







Transmitted light MicTyp2 



Blood Reference 



Blood Reference 



Optical comparison examples Campra 



Optical comparison examples Campra 

MRNA analyzed sample  
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Optical comparison examples Campra 

MRNA analyzed sample  



Optical comparison examples Campra 

MRNA analyzed sample  



Optical comparison examples Campra 

MRNA analyzed sample  



MRNA analyzed sample (only structure with 
different color appearance)  



Dried samples from previous analysis (dried 14 days with glass cover then cover removed), small residual 
amount of liquid present) 



Dried samples from previous analysis (dried 14 days with glass cover then cover removed), small residual 
amount of liquid present) 



Dried samples from previous analysis (dried 14 days with glass cover then cover removed), small residual 
amount of liquid present) 



Dried samples from previous analysis (dried 14 days with glass cover then cover removed), small residual 
amount of liquid present) 



Dried samples from previous analysis (dried 14 days with glass cover then cover removed), small residual 
amount of liquid present) 



Dried samples from previous analysis (dried 14 days with glass cover then cover removed), small residual 
amount of liquid present) 



Dried samples from previous analysis (dried 14 days with glass cover then cover removed), small residual 
amount of liquid present) 



dried samples from 
previous analysis (dried 
14 days with glass cover 
then cover removed) 



Transition glass liquid and glass only as a 
reference of a clean carrier 



Darkfield Mic3 









From two 
images put 
together 
the 
complete 
structure 













Same as above? 







Examination with mixing blood and transmission 
field microscopy Mic2 



Analysis Procedure: 
 
• Glasscarrier and glass cover cleaned with isopropanol and cleanroom wipes, 

additionally cleaned with compressed air 
 

• Prick from finger and remove from first blood leakage 
 

• Blood drop on glass slide one part added with ModeRNA vaccine 
 

• ModeRNA quantity corresponds to approx. 1/20 of the administered dose and is 
mixed with the blood in a ratio of approx. 1:1 (eye measure) 

 
• Reference blood and that with blood+ModeRNA cover applied as fast as possible 

 
• Standing time in air until covered maximum 20s (standing time is slightly longer than 

normal as shortest possible standing time is desired) 
 

• Bottle of ModeRNA has been stored at room temperature. 
 

• Images were taken with a transmitting light microscope, magnification 5-100x as 
needed 

Something similar was shown with Dr. Flemming: 
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood 

https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood
https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood


Left blood not covered, middle only blood as reference, right blood with ModeRNA  
 
It is already obvious that the flow with ModeRNA is less good, although ModeRNA 
alone flows very well in earlier analysis alone. 
 
The left site was then also treated with ModeRNA and covered. 
(the poorer flow behavior may also be due to the slightly longer process, see better 
performed in dark field part) 

Blood + MRNA 
Blood 



The dot marks approx. where the recordings are from 

Blood Reference 



Destroyed platelets, this can be seen partly also in normal blood towards the edge 

This can be seen in part also with NACL  

The dot marks approx. where the recordings are from 



A second attempt was made to see if it is reproducible with the same 
procedure. 
 
Here, too, the sample with ModeRNA no longer flowed properly, even 
optically one can see a kind of clotting with the normal camera. 

Blut + MRNA 
Blut 



Blood reference 
different positions 

Where blood accumulates and cannot flow further (end of glass cap), it looks 
like the picture on the left below. 

Blood 



Blood reference 
several places 

At the point where the blood 
accumulates and cannot flow 
further (end of glass cap) it looks 
like in the pictures below. 
However, it should not confuse 
with the effect of blood with 
MRNA, where the blood did not 
flowed or has flowed little from 
the center. 

Blood 



Also with normal blood it can look like shown, however, this was so 
evident only at the edge 

Blood 



Several positions 



Several positions 



Several positions 



Several positions 



several positions, 
more outside of the 
blood center 



several positions, 
more outside of the 
blood center 



NACL "NAPREEP "for reference 



NACL „Serophy“ as Reference 



Comparison Blood+NACL and Blood+ModeRNA 

Blood+ MRNA 

Blood+ NACL 

Blut + MRNA Blut Blut + NACL 

Person had 0.7l water intake 30min before 

Person had little water intake (i.e. no water for last 4h) 

Especially when you had drunk 
little water MRNA flows almost 
not, with water a little better 
but generally worse than with 
NACL 



Blood+ModeRNA 

Blood+ MRNA 



Blood+ModeRNA 

Blood+ MRNA 



Again this large structure from the MRNA 



Blood+ NACL 



Blood+ NACL 



Examination with mixing blood 

Dark field Mic3 



The same sample is always viewed at different time 

Blood with granulocytes, still easily observable, with a lot of movement, few prickly apple shapes, blood carrier stored 
directly next to Blood+MRNA carrier. The blood has already strongly degraded, but still assessable.  

Blood 

14.12.2021 23:28 

15.12.2021 8:43 14.12.2021 22:48 

15.12.2021 8:43 15.12.2021 9:22 



The same sample is always viewed at different times 

Here, too, the blood is still easily assessable, even granulocytes are still present. Healthy blood can "live" on the carrier 
and be assessed for up to 10 days if stored correctly. 

15.12.2021 11:10 

15.12.2021 12:16 

Blood 15.12.2021 9:22 



Here you can see how the mixed blood has already clotted, the blood is no longer assessable. Various particles from the 
vaccine are also visible here. Blood + MRNA (Mixture ca. 1:5) 

The same sample is always viewed at different times 

14.12.2021 21:52 

Es wird immer die selbe Probe zu verschiedenen Zeiten angeschaut 

14.12.2021 21:45 14.12.2021 23:01 



The same sample is always viewed at different times 

Blood + MRNA (Mixture ca. 1:5) 

Blood disintegrates, many large gaps without 
fillite, blood static, without movement, 
agglomerations. 
No granulocytes visible. 

15.12.2021 9:10 



Summary transmitted light analysis 

• The analyzed glass carrier has been shown to be clean and shows no structures or impurities 
which could explain the seen contamination/structures 

• Structures seen in the Swiss sample that cannot be defined what they are based on the 
ingredients known 

• These structures  correspond to the pictures and videos of other analyzed samples from 
different countries.   

• There are sharp-edged structures (rectangles and the like mostly in the range of 0.5 - 75µm)  
• There are elongated round structures which have a diameter of about 6-8µm and a length up 

to 1mm. 
• There are wrinkle-like structures and according to the pictures and videos of other analyses 

of other analyzed samples from different countries  
• The structures themselves are very thin (assumption is 100-500nm) and mostly difficult to 

get into focus in the liquid. 
• There are structures that look like small rocks which are according to the pictures and videos 

of similar analyses of Covid vaxx samples from different countries  
• There are structures like small rings 
• The difference in structures would either have to be based on a broad contamination base 

which is not expected in such productions or it is intended in there. It would have been 
rather expected to find uniform structures like small spheres or repetitive structures but not  
as in the variety and variation seen 



Summary darkfield analysis 

• With the darkfield microscopy the images of the transmission light 
microscopy can be shown from a different point of view 

• In each analysis with new sample carrier and new application of MRNA 
material these long round structures can be seen (mostly 1-2x per 
carrier/application of MRNA which is quite frequent) 

• With darkfield nothing could be seen that was not possible to be seen 
with transmitted light microscopy, the with transmitted light quality of the 
images was even better 

 

 

 

 

 



Summary blood analysis transmission light 
microscopy 

• With a 1:1 mixture with the clots seem to have formed especially if one 
had drunk little water prior. Can this be a factor of more serious side 
effects, people who drink rather little or had not drunk well before 
vaccination? 

• The time covering the mixed probe lasted a few seconds longer and may 
have an influence, but this would not be expected in this extreme form 

• Also with NACL trial has shown similar effects as with MRNA but less 
strong, here is also referred to the video of Flemming which explains this 
but for laymen the difference seems not fully clear 

• These effects have also been shown with Flemming: 
(https://www.flemingmethod.com/the-pfizer-vaccine-blood)Diese Effekte  

• Here the question arises what it means when you have 1:1 mixture and to 
what extent this can occur in the body in a similar way causing harm 

 



Summary blood analysis darkfield 

• Blood with granulocytes was well observable, with a lot of movement, few 
datura forms 

• Such samples can be kept and further analyzed for several days if stored well 
(Both samples reference blood and the mixed sample were stored together in 
the same place next to each other) 

• After half a day the blood sample blood was still easily assessable, even 
granulocytes were still present 

• Blood mixed with MRNA already clotted from the beginning although the 
blood standing time was kept as short in comparison to the the transmitted 
light analysis, the blood was immediately no longer assessable.  

• Various particles from the vaccine are also visible here as well as this long 
structure 

• Blood mixed with MRNA disintegrates strongly after half a day, many large 
gaps without fillite, the blood is static and without movement with 
agglomerations, no granulocytes visible anymore 

 

 



General Conclusion 

• The structures were compared with the Campra graphene oxide and 
reduced graphene oxide images and correspond to these very well 
whether it is this or not cannot be said by microscopy alone 

• Additional structure analysis is required for a definite statement 

• Visually it is a good indication based on the reports available worldwide, 
but not sufficient proof, also the Campra Mirco Raman analysis needs to 
be redone once more to prove its correctness 

• Support for the interpretation of the images or support for further 
analyses (SEM/TEM, EDX, micro Raman or further suggestions) is 
requested 

• For the blood analyses direct feedback is requested  




